
SHORT STORY WRITING ASSIGNMENT SHEET

The assignment must be typed using size 12 font and double spaced. After having completed your â€œCreative Writing
Short Story Brainstormâ€• sheet, summarize.

We also complete Quickwrites as a warm-up. As students discuss each of these questions, you can guide them
towards the ideas that certain literary elements are vital to successful short story writing. What to Improve: In
my next workshop, I will encourage students to just get started. Preparation We begin our Workshop with an
overview of Story Elements as writers see them, particularly in terms of making each scene count and building
moments of conflict. I also let students listen to music while they write. How can a writer show readers the
rising action and the high point, or climax, of the story? That paper is part of the final portfolio. We did this as
part of our Dystopian unit, but the process works with any genre. Our school is , so they bring them on their
laptops. They share them with other students and get feedback on what grabbed the reader. I will do even more
Quickwrites before we start our stories. Minilessons are minutes for our minute class periods and focus on a
very specific skill. For example, during this unit we work on formatting dialogue. Some guided questions to
write on the board are: How does a writer set the scene, or open the story? Last year, a few students even used
the resulted Quickwrites as inspiration for their final short story. Then, they write the first paragraph or two.
What are some ways to create a successful ending to a story so readers know that it is over? During the second
class period, have students volunteer to read their stories aloud in front of the class, and to type them for
printing and display in a public space in the classroom or school. Engage students in a brainstorming session
to recall their prior knowledge about literary elements and devices found in short stories. Additionally, the
students had read it in 8th grade, so they could analyze it with some distance. I urge students to design around
this story structure, introduced by Anne Lamott: Action. I provide a handful of story starters, or first lines
students could use for a story. Lead a class discussion on plot elements, brainstorming, and short story writing.
The workdays become very productive and self-sustained â€” I see a lot of students exchanging ideas about a
particular section of their story, which is an amazing writerly thing to see. Then, we apply this to a model text.
I do a few minilessons during the workshop days. What to Improve: Last year, I gave students a minimum
word count. Distribute "When Characters Meet" worksheet and have students read the questions. I always
make sure to read the first few paragraphs of the story, particularly as I notice that students take so long to get
to any action in their stories. Exposition A strong introduction which gives the setting, and creates the tone of
the story while presenting characters , Foreshadowing Hints or clues which suggest to the reader what will
happen later in the story , Inciting Force The event or character that begins the conflict , Conflict Human
versus Specifically, there are plot elements that every successful story contains. So many students dragged
their feet before actually writing anything and lost valuable workshop time. I have students get feedback from
three others, and they keep all of these on one piece of paper. I think the solution would be to have students
mostly finished with Lit Circles if you choose to do a combo before introducing the writing assignment. Once
they have identified two characters, explain that their task is to write a story in which these two characters
from different worlds meet. TAG feedback On a designated day, students bring in rough drafts. This was a
huuuge mistake because there are many examples of successful, very short stories.


